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THE BENEFITS OF 
MEEFOG TECHNOLOGY

• Less power usage than other types 
of humidification systems

• Lower evaporative losses during the 
aging processEmpty barrels no 
longer drying out

• Low maintenance
 

CHALLENGE
With a lack of space on site, Jamieson 
Ranch Vineyards' rapid expansion 
forced it to convert an old bottling 
facility into a barrel room. By doing 
so, it had to address low humidity 
in the new space. This led to barrels 
drying out during the ageing process 
and too much wine evaporating. 

SOLUTION
Adding a MeeFog humidification 
system kept empty barrels from 
drying out and greatly reduced the 
need for topping due to evaporative 
losses. In addition, the state-of-
the-art MeeFog system slashed 
maintenance and energy costs 
compared to older humidification 
systems the company employs in its 
other barrel rooms. 

Jamieson Ranch Vineyards 
American Canyon, Napa Valley, CA

The Physical Site
Jamieson Ranch Vineyards is the southernmost winery in 
the Napa Valley, one of the world’s foremost winemaking 
regions. The estate’s more than 300 acres of gently rolling 
hills and terraced vineyards benefit from the cooling 
fog and breezes from the nearby San Pablo Bay, climatic 
conditions that favor the production of exceptional Pinot 
Noir and Chardonnay.

The unique architecture of Jamieson Ranch Vineyards is 
reminiscent of a western mountain lodge, replete with 
soaring ceilings, seating around a cozy fireplace, an 
observation gallery overlooking the barrel room and 
production area, and a spectacular wraparound veranda 
that affords sweeping views of the Napa Valley and San 
Pablo Bay. 

Jamieson Ranch Vineyards Saves 
on Topping Costs by Improving Humidification 



Installation Challenges/
Specifications
The company owned two barrel rooms. But 
expansion necessitated that it open an 
additional barrel room in a 9,800 square foot 
building formerly used as a bottling warehouse. 
However, this space was far from ideal from 
a wine storage perspective. The very dry air 
caused problems 

Without humidity control, the wood dries out 
which then allows some of the wine to soak 
through the wood and evaporate. To make 
matters worse, drying wood shrinks. This 
loosens the seals between the staves which 
further increases wine losses. With some 

Jamieson wine selling for $780 a bottle, such 
losses are costly. 

Jamieson Ranch Vineyards realized that it 
needed a top-notch humidification system in 
order to maintain the right moisture level in its 
new barrel room. 

The Installation
In the facility’s older barrel rooms, compressed 
air humidification systems are employed. These 
systems comprise compressed air units situated 
on the floor with misters placed right in front of 
the air jet. However, such systems have proven 
expensive to operate and don’t distribute humid 
air evenly across the facility. In particular, the 

"The MeeFog system has reduced topping and keeps our 
barrels tighter by maintaining humidity at 80%. 

In addition, our empty barrels no longer dry out 

— John Maguire, Cellar Master of Jamieson Ranch Vineyards

Tasting room and retail 
area entry  of the Jamieson 
Ranch Vineyards. 

which helps maintain their integrity."



top half of the barrel room often remains dryer 
than the bottom half. 

“Cellar masters at Cakebread Cellars and Silver 
Oak Cellars said they had been using a fog-
based system from Mee Industries to address 
similar issues to ours,” said John Maguire, Cellar 
Master, Jamieson Ranch Vineyards. 

When he compared the various systems 
available, he found that a MeeFog system 
would provide more comprehensive and 
uniform humidity control. In addition, it would 
be much cheaper to operate than a compressed 
air system and more reliable. Based on an 
electricity rate of 12 cents per kWh and 136.6 
pounds per hour of moisture output, MeeFog 
consumes $80 per year in energy costs for 1500 
hours per year of operation compared with 
$1492 per year for a compressed air system. 

“The compressed air systems in our older barrel 
rooms don’t have nearly as many nozzles and 
have to run a lot longer in an effort to keep 
humidity sufficiently high,” said Maguire. “Our 
MeeFog system has far more nozzles which 
are located above the barrels. It’s a nicer and 
cleaner system which distributes the mist 
far more evenly while only needing to run a 
fraction of the time.” 

The MeeFog humidification system sits on a 
small pump skid uses 0.27 gpm of water which 
is pressurized to 1000 psi. The stainless steel 
fog nozzles are installed near the ceiling of 
the barrel room right above the barrels. The 
fog then drifts down evenly over the barrels, 
preventing them from drying out. To increase 
efficiency, the system uses a network of sensors 
to measure humidity throughout the barrel 
room. When humidity drops below 80%, the 
fog system turns on automatically and shuts off 
as soon as it achieves the desired level. 

“The MeeFog system has reduced topping 
and keeps our barrels tighter by maintaining 
humidity at 80%. In addition, our empty barrels 
no longer dry out which helps maintain their 
integrity,” said Maguire. “We expect our energy 
savings to be considerable compared to our 
older compressed air systems.”

Nozzles positioned above barrels 
distribute fog evenly.



MeeFog™ System 
Applications

RO WATER TREATMENT

HUMIDIFICATION

• Commercial HVAC

• Manufacturing

GAS TURBINE COOLING

• Power Generation

• Oil, Gas, Petrochemical

• Offshore Operations

EVAPORATIVE COOLING

• Data Center Cooling

• Condenser Cooling

• Heat Exchanger Cooling

SPECIAL EFFECTS

• Amusement Parks

• Themed Entertainment

• Zoos, Aquariums, Gardens

• Fountain Art

• Private Residence

AGRICULTURE/OTHER

• Greenhouses

• Conservatory

• Wine Barrel Storage

• Cold Storage

• Dust Suppression

• Odor Control

• Cement Curing
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About Mee Industries Inc.
For over 45 years Mee Industries has led the world with innovative water 
fog technology. MeeFog systems are used to humidify and cool many 
industrial, commercial and agricultural processes and to create interesting 
and dynamic special effects. Today there are over ten thousand MeeFog 
systems in use around the world. The MeeFog team looks forward to 
helping you with your fogging project. 

The Mee Advantage: Experience, Innovation, Performance

In 1969, Thomas Mee Jr. a former Cornell University research scientist, 
founded Mee Industries. The company originally manufactured high-tech 
electro-optical, meteorological instrumentation, but by the early 1980’s, 
high-pressure water fogging had become the main focus of the company. 
Today, Mee Industries provides innovative, highly effective, economical fog 
solutions for many industrial applications including gas turbine inlet-air 
fogging, commercial and industrial building humidification and cooling, 
data center humidification, outdoor air conditioning, greenhouse climate 
control, wine barrel storage humidification, as well as dynamic special 
effects for the entertainment industry and theme parks. 

Industry Leaders  — Focused on Fog Technology

Mee specializes in providing custom-engineered, turn-key high-pressure 
fog solutions. We are committed to researching, developing, marketing and 
supporting the most innovative and reliable fog systems available anywhere 
in the world. 


